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A comparison with the well-known ﬁrst edition shows an impressive rise of the size: from 300 to 756 pages.
Nevertheless, the structure is almost the same as that of the ﬁrst edition. The ﬁrst chapter deals with
continuous distributions in general (order statistics, systems of distributions, Cornish-Fisher expansion
and other topics). Each of the normal, lognormal, inverse Gaussian, and Cauchy distributions are presented in one chapter as in the ﬁrst edition. The gamma and the chi square distribution are now covered
in separate chapters. Chapters on the exponential, Pareto and the Weibull distributions come then in the
same order as usual. Extreme value distributions are excluded from this volume.
The increase in size is due to the fact, that all chapters are expanded. But this is not equally done.
The chapters on the chi square and gamma distributions, and the Weibull distribution increased most
(+117/+70 pages). The latter is the model used most widely in survival analysis, so this increase is due
to the recent interest in that area of research.
All chapters are more or less organised according to genesis, moments, estimation of parameters, and relations to other distributions. Additionally, simulation is considered for some distributions, characterisation
is dealt with for others. At the ends of the chapters more than 2250 references are given.
Undoubtedly, this second edition of distributions in statistics will serve as the primary source for statistical
distributions for a long time.
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